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ABSTRACT. Objectives. To evaluate the clinical presentation and polysomnography of prepubertal children
with repetitive sleep terrors and sleepwalking, to compare them with a control group, and to evaluate the
treatment of associated sleep disorders.
Methods. Patients with complaint of sleep terrors
with or without sleepwalking were studied retrospectively. A control group was also recruited. Each subject
received a standardized evaluation, which included the
following: 1) Pediatric Sleep Questionnaire; 2) interview
regarding child’s medical and sociofamilial history, orthodontic history, schooling, psychological difficulties,
medication intake, and family history of medical and
sleep disorders; 3) general pediatric physical examination
and neurologic, otolaryngological, and craniofacial examination by a specialist; 4) obtaining medical history on
variables relevant to early life sleep disorders; 5) polysomnography, which included electroencephalogram
(EEG; C3/A2, Fp1/T1, T1/O1, O1/C3, C4/A1, Fp2/T2, T2/
O2, O2/C4), chin and leg electromyelogram, right and left
electro-oculogram, and electrocardiogram (modified V2
lead); respiration was monitored with a nasal cannula/
pressure transducer system, mouth thermistor, chest and
abdominal bands, pulse oximeter, and neck microphone;
respiratory effort was monitored with calibrated esophageal manometry; variables were collected on a computerized sleep system; and 6) available family members
with a positive history of sleep terrors and sleepwalking
received clinical evaluations similar to those used for
index cases; they also underwent ambulatory monitoring
with an Edentrace system, which monitors heart rate,
body position, oro-nasal flow, chest impedance, breathing noises (neck microphone), and pulse oximetry. Movements are deduced from artifact, and leg movements may
be recorded on one channel if the equipment is preset for
such recording. Subjects used logs to record “lights out”
time, “lights on” time, nocturnal awakenings, and other
events that occurred during the night. All original and
follow-up recordings were rescored by 2 of 4 randomly
selected specialists who were blind to subject identity.
Mann-Whitney U test was used for group comparison.
Nonparametric 2 test was used to compare percentages
of symptoms in symptomatic children versus control
children.
Results. Eighty-four children (5 with sleep terrors
and 79 with both sleep terrors and sleepwalking) and 36
normal control children formed the studied population.
All subjects were Tanner stage 1 (prepubertal). None of
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the control children had any parasomnias. Fifty-one
(61%) of 84 children with parasomnia had a diagnosis of
an additional sleep disorder: 49 with sleep-disordered
breathing (SDB) and 2 with restless leg syndrome (RLS).
Twenty-nine of the children with both parasomnia and
SDB had a positive family history of parasomnias, and 24
of the 29 also had a positive family history of SDB. Of the
51 children with associated sleep disorders, 45 were
treated. Forty-three of 49 children with SDB were treated
with tonsillectomy, adenoidectomy, and/or turbinate revision, and 2 of 2 children with RLS were treated with
Pramipexole, a dopamine agonist, at bedtime. Treatment
of the precipitating sleep disorder eliminated parasomnias in all 45 children. In all 43 children who received
surgery, polysomnography performed 3 to 4 months later
indicated the disappearance of SDB. The recordings also
showed an absence of confusional arousals. The number
of EEG arousals significantly decreased from a mean of
9 ⴞ 2.6 EEG arousals >3 seconds/hour during total sleep
time to 3 ⴞ 1.5. The number of EEG arousals >3 seconds
during the first sleep cycle of slow wave sleep (stage 3– 4
non–rapid eye movement sleep) decreased from 4 ⴞ 1.4 to
1 ⴞ 0.2. In all surgically treated cases, parents also reported subsequent absence of the parasomnia. The 2
symptomatic children who were treated with
Pramipexole had a complete absence of confusional
arousals on the follow-up recording and reported no
parasomnia since treatment. The periodic limb movement syndrome arousal index (number of EEG arousals
associated with periodic limb movement/hour) decreased
from 11 and 16 to 0 and 0.2, respectively. Parasomnia
persisted in the 6 children who were untreated for SDB.
Surgeons had refused to perform surgery on these children because of lack of data on the relationship between
parasomnia and SDB-related tonsil and adenoid enlargement.
Conclusion. Children with chronic parasomnias may
often also present SDB or, to a lesser extent, RLS. Furthermore, the disappearance of the parasomnias after the
treatment of the SDB or RLS periodic limb movement
syndrome suggests that the latter may trigger the former.
The high frequency of SDB in family members of children with parasomnia provided additional evidence that
SDB may manifest as parasomnias in children. Children
with parasomnias are not systematically monitored during sleep, although past studies have suggested that patients with sleep terrors or sleepwalking have an elevated level of brief EEG arousals. When children receive
polysomnographies, discrete patterns (eg, nasal flow limitation, abnormal respiratory effort, bursts of high  or
slow ␣ EEG frequencies) should be sought; apneas are
rarely found in children. Children’s respiration during
sleep should be monitored with nasal cannula/pressure
transducer system and/or esophageal manometry, which
are more sensitive than the thermistors or thermocouples
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currently used in many laboratories. The clear, prompt
improvement of severe parasomnia in children who are
treated for SDB, as defined here, provides important
evidence that subtle SDB can have substantial healthrelated significance. Also noteworthy is the report of
familial presence of parasomnia. Studies of twin cohorts
and families with sleep terror and sleepwalking suggest
genetic involvement of parasomnias. RLS and SDB have
been shown to have familial recurrence. RLS has been
shown to have genetic involvement. It remains to be
investigated whether a genetic factor directly influences
sleep terror and sleepwalking or instead influences other
disorders that fragment sleep and lead to confusional
arousals. Additional studies are needed to investigate the
association between SDB and non–rapid eye movement
parasomnias in the general population. Pediatrics
2003;111:e17–e25. URL: http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/
content/full/111/1/e17; sleepwalking, sleep terrors, sleep
disordered breathing, restless leg syndrome, periodic limb
movement syndrome, familial aggregation, prepubertal.
ABBREVIATIONS. NREM, non–rapid eye movement; SWS, slow
wave sleep; EEG, electroencephalogram; SDB, sleep-disordered
breathing; RLS, restless leg syndrome; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; RDI, respiratory disturbance index; PLMS, periodic limb
movement syndrome.

S

leep terrors and sleepwalking, 2 common childhood parasomnias, are arousal disorders that
arise from deep non–rapid eye movement
(NREM) sleep. In a landmark study, Klackenberg1,2
followed for 20 years ⬎200 children who were born
in Stockholm and documented these parasomnias
and their pattern of occurrence and potential association with psychopathology. He described the evolution, in some cases, of atypical, rare nocturnal behaviors into clinical syndromes in need of treatment:
sleepwalking can lead to self-inflicted injuries or, in
teenagers, involuntary aggression toward others.
Sleep terrors and sleepwalking are states of confusion and partial arousal that emerge during the first
third of the night when children exit slow wave sleep
(SWS; ie, stages 3 and 4 of NREM sleep). Patients
rarely remember the events in detail, but if actively
probed after 4 years of age, they often report vague
memories of having to act—run away, escape, or
defend themselves—against monsters, animals,
snakes, spiders, ants, intruders, or other threats.
Children may report feeling complete isolation and
fear. Parents often describe terrified facial expressions, mumbling, shouting, and inability to be consoled.
Despite widespread prevalence of these disorders
and the recognition that they may arise from incomplete arousal, their pathophysiology is not well understood. Recent polysomnographic recordings of
these events have shown that they are associated
with 2 abnormalities during the first sleep cycle:
abnormally low ⌬ electroencephalogram (EEG)
power and frequent, brief, nonbehavioral EEG-defined arousals.3,4 One study also showed that most
abnormal behaviors were preceded by a short-lived
increase in ⌬ EEG frequency, a pattern that can also
reflect physiologic activation.5 However, none of
these studies of sleep terrors and sleepwalking has
e18

identified a cause for frequent arousals or decreased
⌬ EEG power in the first sleep cycle.
To explore what might precipitate sleep terrors
and sleepwalking in children, we performed a retrospective analysis of clinical and polysomnographic
data from 84 prepubertal children, aged 2 and 11
years, who were referred for these behavioral problems during sleep. We compared their findings with
those of 36 normal children who were recruited from
the community.
METHODS
Subject Recruitment
All parents of the children who were seen and monitored in the
sleep clinic were asked to sign a consent form approved by the
institution for use of clinical data and polysomnographic recordings for research purposes. Parents of community children also
signed an informed consent to participate in this research.

Inclusion Criteria
Eighty-four children (39 girls) met the following inclusion criteria: 1) diagnosis of sleep terrors or sleepwalking; 2) availability
of complete chart and nocturnal polysomnographic data from a
minimum of 8.5 hours of recording; 3) sleep study performed
within the past 4 years; 4) clinical follow-up obtained for at least
12 months, and 5) if treated, follow-up nocturnal polysomnography had been obtained, at a mean of 3 months after treatment. All
children who were seen consecutively and met the above criteria
were included.
Thirty-six prepubertal children (19 girls) with parental report of
at least 8.5 hours of nightly sleep, absence of known daytime
consequences of sleep disorders (eg, daytime sleepiness, cataplexy, hyperactivity, morning headache, mouth breathing), and
normal health as reported by physicians over systematic visits
were recruited from the community by advertisement to serve as
control subjects for specific research protocols. Parents signed
informed consents for each protocol. These children also had
complete charts and underwent similar 8.5-hour polysomnographic recordings.

Protocol
Each child underwent the same standardized evaluation protocol.
1. Parents completed a pediatric sleep questionnaire created in
the late 1980s and derived from the questionnaire by Brouillette
et al.6
2. Parents and children were interviewed about the children’s
medical and sociofamilial history, orthodontic history, schooling,
psychological difficulties, medication intake, and family history of
medical and sleep disorders. Each category of responses was
collected on a standardized form.
3. The general pediatric evaluation included a neurologic, otolaryngological, and craniofacial examination by a specialist. Specific findings were categorized as present or absent (eg, enlarged
inferior turbinate7,8) or graded according to common convention
(eg, tonsil size, 0 for absent to 4⫹ for “kissing”).
4. Medical histories included systematic assessment of variables
relevant to early life sleep disorders, such as allergies and asthma.
Family histories included inquiries about parasomnias and other
sleep disorders, and affected relatives were examined when available.
5. Polysomnography included EEG (C3/A2, Fp1/T1, T1/O1,
O1/C3, C4/A1, Fp2/T2, T2/O2, O2/C4), chin and leg electromyelogram, right and left electro-oculogram, and electrocardiogram
(modified V2 lead). Respiration was monitored with a nasal cannula/pressure transducer system (initially using a Medex [Dublin,
OH] pressure transducer, thereafter Protec [Woodinville, WA]),
mouth thermistor, chest and abdominal bands, pulse oximeter,
and neck microphone. Respiratory effort was monitored with
calibrated esophageal manometry. Variables were collected on a
computerized sleep system (Sandman, Nellcor Puritan Bennett
[Melville] Ltd, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada).
6. Each patient with an identified sleep disorder was referred
for treatment. Patients with sleep-disordered breathing (SDB)
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were sent to otolaryngologists for surgical therapy assessments,
and patients with restless leg syndrome (RLS) were treated pharmacologically. The same variables as those monitored at baseline
were monitored in a follow-up polysomnogram.
For the purposes of the current research, all recordings were
rescored by 4 knowledgeable scorers masked to subject identity
and status. A randomly chosen primary scorer identified EEG
arousals, awakenings, and respiratory events on the basis of predefined criteria. A second scorer reviewed this initial scoring.
When there was a discrepancy for any event, a third scorer reviewed the questionable event and the majority score was used. A
similar masked approach was used for the scoring of the posttreatment polysomnograms. A preestablished cutoff point of an
apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) of 1 or more and a respiratory
disturbance index (RDI; defined as index of apnea, hypopnea,
event with flow limitation, abnormal breathing efforts, and segment of tachypnea) of 2 or more event per hour of sleep had been
previously established as abnormal in our center on the basis of
clinical data.
Available family members with a positive history of sleep
terrors and sleepwalking received clinical evaluations similar to
those used for index cases. They also underwent ambulatory
monitoring with an Edentrace system (Nellcor Puritan Bennett
[Melville] Ltd, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada), which monitors heart
rate, body position, oro-nasal flow, chest impedance, breathing
noises (neck microphone), and pulse-oximetry. Movements are
deduced from artifact, and leg movements may be recorded on 1
channel if the equipment is preset for such recording.9 Subjects
used logs to record “lights out” time, “lights on” time, nocturnal
awakenings, and other events that occurred during the night.
Presence of arousals and their distribution and repetitiveness and
presence of apnea, hypopnea, and oxygen saturation drops were
scored from this ambulatory recording.

Polysomnographic Definitions
Before scoring, the definitions presented in Table 1 were established on the basis of previous clinical information.

Statistical Analysis
Mann-Whitney U test was used for group comparison. Percentages were compared using the nonparametric 2 test.

TABLE 1.

RESULTS
Subjects

The 84 symptomatic children had a mean age of
6.85 ⫾ 3.6 years (range: 2.1–11.1 years). Their body
mass index was between the 52nd and 83rd percentiles for boys and the 56th and 78th percentile for
girls, based on age.19 None of them was overweight.
There were 39 girls with a mean age of 6.7 ⫾ 3.0
(range: 2.4 –10.8) and 45 boys with a mean age of
7.1 ⫾ 3.6 (range: 2.1–11.1). Five children (mean age:
3.28), including 2 girls, had reports of sleep terrors
only. All other children reported both sleep terrors
and sleepwalking. Sleep terrors preceded sleepwalking, occurred between episodes of sleepwalking, or
occurred simultaneously with sleepwalking. The 36
control children had a mean age of 7.35 ⫾ 3.5 (range:
2.3–10.9) years. There were 19 control girls with a
mean age of 6.7 ⫾ 3.1 (range: 2.6 –9.7) and 17 boys
with a mean age of 8 ⫾ 2.9 (range: 2.3–10.9). The
symptomatic and control children groups were not
significantly different in age or gender, but the control group contained a higher proportion of girls
(52.8%) than did the symptomatic group (46.2%; P ⫽
.52 [not significant]). All subjects were Tanner stage 1
(prepubertal20). None of the controls had any parasomnias.
Pediatric Questionnaire

This questionnaire indicated an absence of the following in the symptomatic children: narcolepsy
symptoms, abnormal daytime napping, and chronic
drug intake. It also confirmed the presence of frequent parasomnia events in the last 6 months.

Polysomnographic Definitions of SDB
Term

Definition

Apnea
Hypopnea
Abnormal respiratory effort
⫹ Pes Crescendo12
⫹Continuous sustained effort13

Pes reversal12
Respiratory event related
arousals (RERAs)
Tachypnea

Arousals and other EEG changes

Sleep/wake scoring

Absence of airflow at nose and mouth for longer than 2 breaths, independent of
desaturation or change in EEG.
Reduction by at least 50% in nasal flow signal amplitude 10,11 for a minimum of 2
breaths. Often but not always associated with snoring.
Reduction in nasal flow of ⬍ 50% with flattening of nasal cannula signal10,11 and
decrease in the mouth signal (thermistor). Often seen with snoring and
increased effort shown on Pes signal defined as
Sequence of 4 or more breaths that show increasingly negative peak end
inspiratory pressure. May be seen with flow limitation.
Discrete flow limitation on nasal cannula/pressure transducer signal, with
“flattening” of the breath signal curve for at least 4 successive breaths.
Repetitive abnormally negative peak end inspiratory pressures, ending at same
negative inspiratory pressure without a crescendo pattern.
Termination of abnormal increase in respiratory effort with abrupt switch to a
less negative peak end inspiratory pressure.
As defined by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine14
Increase in respiratory rate, above that seen during quiet unobstructed breathing,
by minimum of 3 breaths/minute in NREM sleep or 4 breaths/minute in REM
sleep, for 30 seconds or more. No changes in oxygen saturation, Pes, or EEG
were required.
Arousals defined according to the American Sleep Disorders Association Atlas.15
In addition, a breathing event may be associated with an abrupt burst of highamplitude slow waves in the slow  or fast ␦ range (2.5–4.5 Hz), not lasting
more than 5 seconds. These high-amplitude slow waves are similar to the EEG
burst described in part of the phase 1 of Cyclical Alternating Pattern16 or by
Black et al17 in patients with upper airway resistance syndrome.
Same as in Rechtschaffen and Kales international manual18

REM indicates rapid eye movement.
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TABLE 2.

Clinical Symptoms in Studied Children
Clinical Symptom

Symptomatic
Children
N (%)

Control
Children
N (%)

2
P Value

Noisy breathing/habitual snoring
History of repetitive earaches
History of repetitive upper airway infection
Nocturnal asthma
Respiratory allergies
Gastroesophageal reflux
Enuresis
Restless sleep
Abnormal nocturnal sleep
Morning sleepiness/daytime fatigue
School difficulties
Restless leg/leg movement during sleep
Mouth breathing noted by parents
Bruxism
Orthodontic consultation

51 (60.7)
36 (42.8)
28 (33.3)
5 (6.0)
19 (22.6)
2 (2.4)
3 (3.6)
61 (72.6)
32 (38.1)
24 (28.6)
14 (16.6)
2 (2.4)
28 (33.3)
14 (16.6)
10 (11.9)

0 (0.0)
1 (2.8)
3 (8.3)
0 (0.0)
2 (5.6)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
1 (2.8)
0 (0.0)
1 (2.8)
0 (0.0)
3 (8.3)

⬍.00001
⬍.0001
⬍.004
⬍.13 (NS)
⬍.024
⬍.35 (NS)
⬍.25 (NS)
⬍.00001
⬍.00002
⬍.00034
⬍.035
⬍.35 (NS)
⬍.00034
⬍.0092
⬍.56 (NS)

NS indicates not significant.

History of the Parasomnias in the Symptomatic
Children

All children with parasomnia had recurrent and
chronic sleep terror/sleepwalking, occurring for
anywhere between 4 months and 7.4 years. The reported frequency of events was at least once per
week for ages 2 to 4 years, once per 15 days for ages
4 to 7 years, and more variable for ages 7 years and
up. Events typically recurred in bursts of several
successive nights followed by up to several weeks
without any events. A recurrence of the problems
within the past 2 weeks preceded most consultations.
Sleep Terror/Sleepwalking

Table 2 presents the clinical symptoms and the
positive health history of the children. A total of 49
(58.3%) of 84 patients presented with symptoms suggestive of SDB. An additional 2 presented with
symptoms of leg movements during the day or during sleep, caused by RLS (n ⫽ 1) and RLS/periodic
limb movement syndrome (PLMS; n ⫽ 1). Pediatricians did not suspect depression in any of the children; none of them was referred to a psychiatrist.
Fourteen symptomatic children had current school
difficulties, including difficulty arising in the morning (n ⫽ 6), report of inattention/hyperactivity in
class (n ⫽ 4), and a decrease in or poor long-term
school performance (n ⫽ 4).
As for family history (Table 3), 29 children had a
positive history of sleep terror and sleepwalking.
Eight subjects had a positive history in 1 parent and
1 sibling, 12 subjects had a positive history in 1

parent, and 9 subjects had a positive history in 1 (8
children) or 2 siblings. The number of family members who reported having a positive history of sleepwalking/sleep terror was 38; all of them were available for clinical evaluations.
When clinical evaluation and family history were
combined, there was a positive family history of
RLS/PLMS in 2 families (1 subject had both a parent
and a sibling and the other had only 1 parent with
positive history of RLS/PLMS). Among the 38 family
members with a positive history for sleep terrors or
sleepwalking, 24 had positive findings for SDB, such
as history of regular snoring, history of nocturnal
asthma, and presence of signs or symptoms related
to SDB.21 Family members reported some of the following symptoms or presented some of the following signs: daytime fatigue or daytime sleepiness,
morning headache, regular nocturnal sweating, agitated and disrupted sleep, mouth breathing with or
without nocturnal fluid intake, bruxism, history of
wisdom teeth extraction early in life, enlarged inferior nasal turbinates, septum deviation, enlargement
of soft palatal tissue, enlarged tonsils, high and narrow palate, and a score of ⬎70 on the morphometric
model for obstructive sleep apnea.21 The presence of
both signs and symptoms was necessary to be considered positive for the findings. SDB was also found
in family members of subjects who had SDB and
sleepwalking and no history of sleepwalking or sleep
terror themselves. Among the 29 symptomatic chilTABLE 4.

TABLE 3.

No. of Symptomatic No. of Control
Children
Children

Data on Positive Family History
Clinical Symptom

No. of
Siblings

No. of
Parents

Sleep terror/sleepwalking
Regular snoring
Asthma
Wisdom tooth extraction (early in life)
Bruxism
Orthodontic consultation
RLS/PLMS

18 (2*)
29
6
–
7
10
1

20
36
9
27
13
3
2

* Number of siblings with a history of isolated sleep terrors.
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ENT and Maxillomandibular Clinical Evaluation

Tonsils
0 ⫺ 2⫹
3⫹
4⫹
High, narrow hard palate
Overjet ⬍4 mm*
Orthodontic treatment
Elongated uvula
Enlarged inferior turbinate
* Overjet normal to 2.3 mm.
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36
28
20
12
4
10
11
27

35
1
0
0
0
3
1
2

dren with family histories positive for these parasomnias, 24 (83%) also had a positive family history
of SDB. Among the 55 symptomatic children without
family histories of parasomnias, 14 (25%) nonetheless
had family histories suggestive of SDB.
Clinical and Ears, Nose, and Throat Evaluations

None of the children was obese or had growth
problems.19 The sleep evaluations that included neurologic and psychiatric clinical assessments performed by board-certified specialists were benign. In
particular, they revealed no evidence of complex
partial seizure or migraines, major anxiety, or depressive disorders. Seventeen children reported frequent nightmares. The need to escape, fight, or avoid
frightening situations were themes of dreams and
nightmares in 21 children aged 7 to 11 years. The
results of tonsil evaluations are presented in Table 4.
Inferior turbinates7,8 and/or tonsils were scored as
clearly enlarged in 58 children, and only 3 were in
the control group.
Baseline Polysomnography

All symptomatic children presented evidence of
nocturnal sleep disruption during polysomnography. The events were, at minimum, confusional
arousal with sitting up in bed, moving in bed, or
sleep talking with coherent or incoherent sentences
(n ⫽ 40). Recordings showed sleep terror (n ⫽ 12)
and confusional arousal with attempts at walking
out of bed with varying degrees of aggression (n ⫽
32). All events were seen in the first third of the
night, during SWS (stage 3 or 4 NREM). Subjects
returned to sleep quickly and had amnesia of the
event in the morning. The longest monitored confusional arousal lasted 4 minutes and 38 seconds; the
shortest lasted 47 seconds.
Polysomnography indicated presence of periodic
leg movements in 2 children (PLMS index: 11 and 16)
and SDB in 49 children. The children with SDB were
subdivided on the basis of their polysomnographic
findings. Twenty-three children had tachypnea and
flow limitation at nasal cannula, with Pes Crescendo
and sustained breathing effort sequences. No apneic
events were noted in their recordings; AHI (related
to presence of hypopnea) was 0.7 ⫾ 0.5 events/
hour,22,23 but RDI was calculated to be 4.8 ⫾ 1.2
events/hour. In 26 cases, obstructive hypopneas and
rare apneas were noted: the mean AHI was 1.6 ⫾ 0.6
events/hour, and the RDI was 6 ⫾ 1.8 events/hour.
The 49 children with SDB/parasomnias had a mean
RDI of 5.43 ⫾ 1.5. The mean number of EEG arousals
per hour of sleep was 9 ⫾ 2.6.
Polysomnography of the control group indicated a
mean AHI of 0.3 ⫾ 0.07 and a mean RDI of 0.5 ⫾ 0.3
events/hour. The mean number of EEG arousals ⬎3
seconds per hour of sleep was 2.7 ⫾ 1.9 events per
hour (P ⫽ .0001). Both AHI and RDI were significantly different (P ⫽ .05 and P ⫽ .0001, respectively)
between the symptomatic children with SDB and
control groups. None of the children presented with
severe SDB, and oxygen saturation never fell below
94% from a baseline of 99% (Figs 1 and 2).
In summary, at entry, 49 children presented with a

history, clinical evaluation, and polysomnographic
recording of SDB, and 24 of these children came from
families in which at least 1 other family member had
both positive family history of parasomnia and SDB.
Two additional children had a history and polysomnogram indicative of RLS/PLMS. Thus, the sleep
terror or sleepwalking of 51 (61%) of 84 children
occurred in association with other primary sleep disorders that potentially could trigger the parasomnias.
Follow-up

All children with recognized SDB were sent to a
local pediatric otolaryngologist for treatment. Tonsillectomy with or without adenoidectomy and with or
without turbinate treatment was performed in 43
children. The 2 children whose diagnosis was PLMS
and RLS were prescribed a 0.125-mg (1 child) and
0.25-mg (other child) dosage of Pramipexole, a dopamine agonist, at bedtime. Ears, nose, and throat
surgeons declined to perform surgery on 6 subjects
because of a lack of data on the relationship between
parasomnia and SDB-related tonsil and adenoid enlargement.
Thirty-three children with neither of these 2 health
problems were considered to have “primary parasomnia.” All parents of sleepwalkers were provided
with instructions on how to avoid accidents associated with sleepwalking and sleep hygiene recommendations. A pediatric psychologist saw parents
and children to evaluate possible conflictual situations that may have been associated with the parasomnias. She sought factors that could increase the
risk of sleepwalking or sleep terror and explored the
parasomnia’s effect on familial interaction. After this
evaluation, family counseling was recommended for
6 children.
No medication for parasomnia was prescribed in
primary parasomnia, but parents were asked to keep
sleep logs of parasomnia events. Sleep clinic followups were scheduled approximately every 2 months
for the following 6 months. All children who underwent surgical intervention for SDB had a follow-up
nocturnal polysomnography between 12 and 18
weeks after the surgery. Children who were receiving Pramipexole had a follow-up monitoring 5 to 12
weeks after the start of the treatment.
Six to 7 months after the initial visit, reevaluation
included the same clinical workup as at entry, review
of the sleep logs obtained at the previous follow-up
visits, and review of the nocturnal polysomnograms.
Children with SDB at entry but without otolaryngological treatment also had a new polysomnogram at
that time. This assessment reviewed initial complaints and several specific features, such as Tanner
stage, craniofacial development, and other sleep
symptoms.
Comparison of Polysomnograms Before and After Surgery

Polysomnography performed 3 to 4 months after
surgery indicated the disappearance of SDB in all 43
of the treated children. It also showed an absence of
confusional arousal during recording. Analysis of
nocturnal sleep indicated a change from a mean of
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Fig 1. Polysomnography of onset of sleepwalking in an 8-year-old child. On the right side of figure are the movement artifacts associated
with the arousal and beginning of the parasomnias. The preceding recording segment (left side of figure) shows the abnormal breathing
that occurred during SWS. The abnormal breathing can be seen on the nasal cannula/pressure transducer recording (Cannula). There is
a flow limitation and very negative peak end inspiratory esophageal pressure (Pes) that resolve with the beginning of the arousal with
a reversal of the abnormal respiratory effort (PES signal) and start of the sleepwalking. The patient snores continuously (microphone
[MIC] channel) and is a mouth breather with a very good signal obtained from the mouth thermistor (Airflow channel). The child is in
stage 3 NREM sleep just before the onset of the event. The drop in the pulse oximeter channel (Spo2) on the right of the figure is related
to movement artifacts.

9 ⫾ 2.6 EEG arousals ⱖ3 seconds/hour during total
sleep time to 3 ⫾ 1.5 (P ⫽ .0001). The number of EEG
arousals ⱖ3 seconds during the first sleep cycle of
SWS (stage 3– 4 NREM sleep) went from 4 ⫾ 1.4 to
1 ⫾ 0.2 (P ⫽ .01). In all surgically treated cases,
parents and sleep logs also indicated absence of the
parasomnia.
Comparison of Initial Versus 6-Month Follow-up
Polysomnogram in Untreated Patients With SDB

There was persistence of abnormal SDB without
significant RDI changes in 6 children. The mean
arousal index was 8.3 ⫾ 3 (not significant). There was
persistence of at least 1 confusional arousal in each
child during the recording night. (Sleep log indicated
persistence of parasomnia at a comparable frequency
and severity.)
Comparison of Children Before and After Pramipexole
Treatment

The 2 children who were treated with Pramipexole
had a complete cessation of confusional arousal and
report of parasomnia at the time of follow-up recording. The PLMS arousal index (number of EEG arouse22

als associated with periodic limb movement/hour)
went from 11 and 16 to 0 and 0.2, respectively.
Summary

In summary, at the 6-month follow-up (mean: 15
weeks; range: 13–19 weeks after surgery), none of the
children who were treated for their other sleep disorder presented with sleepwalking or night terror.
Five of the children had progressed from Tanner
stage 1 to stage 2. The children who were treated for
RLS/PLMS had mean treatment duration of 22
weeks and a complete disappearance of parasomnia
(1 child was in Tanner stage 2). The 6 children with
untreated SDB and sleepwalking were unchanged.
Among the 33 children without evidence of SDB or
RLS/PLMS at entry, parents of 24 wanted to consider drug treatment for parasomnias that had persisted with unchanged frequency. Of the 9 children
who did not receive drug treatment, 1 child was in
Tanner stage 220 and was reported by parents to have
had no parasomnia for the last 13 weeks. Two young
children switched from having sleep terrors to confusional arousals and sleepwalking; their parents reported a clear decrease in the frequency of parasom-
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Fig 2. Onset of sleep terror in a 3-year-old boy. The child is in stage 4 NREM sleep with high amplitude slow waves. On the right of the
figure, movement artifacts begin. The chin electromyelogram changes abruptly. Before the start of the event, the child presents flow
limitation seen on the nasal cannula, with a “flattening” at the top of the “Cannula” signal. Esophageal pressure signal (Pes), indicative
of respiratory effort, is abnormally negative at end inspiration, reaching here 20 cm H2O. With the beginning of the confusional arousal,
there is a “Pes reversal” with drop in the negativity of the esophageal pressure and a change in the frequency of the high amplitude slow
waves on the EEG (C3/A2, C4/A1). Both Figs 1 and 2 indicate presence of abnormal breathing preceding the confusional arousal. They
also show that in children, abnormal breathing is often not indicated by an “apnea” but much more commonly by a more discrete
polysomnographic pattern. Both children (Figs 1 and 2) were treated with tonsillectomy.

nia. Three of the 6 children for whom family
counseling had been recommended had a disappearance of symptoms for 6, 10, and 14 weeks, respectively; a great reduction in frequency was reported in
the fourth child, and no change occurred in the last 2.
DISCUSSION

This study of 84 children who were referred for
repetitive sleep terrors or sleepwalking and 36 normal children shows that other primary sleep disorders—SDB and, to a lesser extent, RLS/PLMS—may
be comorbidities in these parasomnias when they are
chronic. Furthermore, consistent resolution of these
parasomnias after treatment for the underlying primary sleep disorders suggests that in prepubertal
children, SDB or RLS/PLMS may trigger or cause
sleep terrors and sleepwalking. Among studied children with sleep terrors and sleepwalking, the high
frequency of family members with SDB and, to a
lesser extent, RLS/PLMS (disorders with strong familial components) provides additional evidence
that sleep disorders that are known to trigger arousals could manifest as these parasomnias in some
children. These findings provide new insight into the
pathophysiology of certain NREM parasomnias and

have implications for clinical practice, where most
children with parasomnias are not evaluated for any
other underlying sleep disorders.
Sleep terror and sleepwalking episodes are disturbing to parents. Depending on the degree of confusion, bedroom location, furniture, and strength of
the subject, sleepwalking may lead to accidents and
self-injury. As shown by Klackenberg,1,2 up to 50% of
children may experience 1 event during childhood,
and these children, with a rare or isolated event, are
not among those reported here. Our patient population is biased toward more severe, recurrent symptoms that disturb family life. Our study provides
little information on the frequency of SDB or PLMS/
RLS in patients who have parasomnia and are seen at
general pediatrics clinics. However, one third of our
patients was self-referred: the recurrent parasomnia
was disturbing the family life, and the associated
sleep disorder was discovered at the sleep clinic. SDB
and RLS were unsuspected by parents. In view of the
frequency with which SDB was found in our patients, questions about signs and symptoms of SDB
and RLS may be important in clinical practice when
recurring sleep terrors or sleepwalking is reported.
Although past studies suggested that brief EEG
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arousals are increased and early night ⌬ power decreased, in patients with sleep terrors or sleepwalking,3,4 several reasons could explain why SDB and
RLS/PLMS have not been implicated previously as a
common cause of these changes in sleep architecture.
Children with parasomnias, even if recurrent, are not
systematically monitored during sleep. Breathing
events during sleep in children rarely are apneas,
and one must look for more discrete patterns. Arousals ⬍15 seconds in duration are not systematically
tabulated, are difficult to recognize visually, and are
not mentioned in any sleep scoring atlases published
before 1992. However, these short-lived EEG disturbances, indicated by bursts of high  or slow ␣ EEG
frequencies in the central EEG leads (depending on
the age of the child), should have underlying causes.
Our study shows that at least 2 can be identified: SDB
and RLS/PLMS. The possibility remains that we
missed other causes of sleep fragmentation in some
children. We did not perform, for example, esophageal pH measurement during sleep, although we had
no history to suggest esophageal reflux.
Two other points deserve emphasis. One important aspect of childhood SDB is that obstructive sleep
apnea is an uncommon feature in polysomnography:
nasal flow limitation, abnormal respiratory effort,
and bursts of tachypnea during sleep are more frequently noted. For facilitating recognition of these
patterns, children’s respiration during sleep should
be monitored with equipment such as nasal cannula/pressure transducer systems10,11 or esophageal
manometry, which are more sensitive than the thermistors or thermocouples currently used in many
laboratories. One common limitation in the interpretation of pediatric sleep studies is the lack of sufficient data that link health-related outcomes with specific polysomnographic findings. Previous authors
have pointed out that breathing abnormalities more
subtle than those commonly found in adult SDB may
have significance in children,22 but these assertions
most often have been based on the rarity of overt,
adult-defined apneic events in normal children.23
The current study used highly sensitive equipment,
liberal definitions of apneic events, and inclusive
definitions of SDB. Without outcome data, the high
frequency of SDB in our sample (58%) might have
been considered inflated, and clinical relevance
would have been questionable. However, the clear,
prompt improvement of severe parasomnias in children who were treated for SDB—as currently defined—provides important outcome-based evidence
that SDB that is more subtle than that commonly
recognized to be abnormal can have substantial
health-related significance.
Also noteworthy is the report of a familial presence of parasomnia. The investigation of twin cohorts and families with sleep terror and sleepwalking has led to the suggestion of a genetic factor in
parasomnias.24,25 The RLS has been shown to have
familial recurrence and genetic involvement, particularly in early-onset cases. Familial aggregation also
has been demonstrated in SDB. Thus, the question
raised is whether a genetic factor directly influences
sleep terror and sleepwalking or instead influences
e24

other disorders that fragment sleep and lead to confusional arousals. Among our patients, 2 individuals
had a positive family history of RLS. The ambulatory
Edentrace unit with which we tested relatives is not
the state of the art for recognizing mild SDB. However, we can affirm that chronic snoring and some
symptoms and signs of SDB were present in siblings
and parents of patients who were reported to have
had sleepwalking and sleep terrors. Additional studies are needed to address the association between
SDB and these NREM parasomnias in the general
population.
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